“The Angel Initiative offers our community the opportunity to embrace people and their families who are struggling with addiction.”

Longmont Public Safety
Chief Mike Butler

Treatment.
Connecting providers with the Angel Initiative

Angel Treatment Providers provide no cost to low cost treatment. Longmont Department of Public Safety is seeking treatment providers along the I-25 corridor from Pueblo to Fort Collins.

These providers must be able to provide the following: 1) a list of services willing to be provided, 2) a copy of all operating licenses and certifications, 3) an intake commitment less than 24 hours from the time the request for treatment is made, 4) the ability to provide two no cost or low cost scholarships, 5) a 24-hour contact person. Interested treatment providers must complete a treatment provider application at longmontcolorado.gov (search “drug addiction”).

For additional questions and information regarding treatment providers, please call (303)651-8424.
Angel Participants who arrive at the Longmont Department of Public Safety (225 Kimbark, Longmont) will work with Angel staff liaisons and volunteers to help connect participants to a treatment program. A variety of resources may be available to include, but not limited to, inpatient and outpatient options and group therapy. Insurance is not a requirement, there are some scholarships available.

We are working to remove the stigma associated with addiction by turning the conversation toward the disease rather than the crime of addiction.

For additional questions and information regarding the Angel Participant Program, please call (303)651-8519.

Angel Employers are committed to offering a “hand-up” for Angel participants by providing 30 hours per week of employment for at least two months. The goal of our Angel Employer Program is to provide stability, build relationships, develop new job skills and to give the participants the ability to transition to a new start.

For additional questions and information regarding the Angel Employer Program, please call (303)774-4320.

Angel Volunteers are community members who are understanding, compassionate, and able to listen. They are responsible for engaging and supporting Angel participants when they ask for help. Applicants must be at least 21 years of age.

We are seeking reliable, non-judgmental, and compassionate individuals. Angel Volunteers need a valid Colorado driver’s license and be willing to submit to a background check, fingerprints, and a drug screen. Program call outs can occur at any time, day or night; however, it is not a requirement to be available 24 hours a day. Volunteers must be able to contribute 10 (+/-) hours to the program on a monthly basis.

For additional questions and information regarding Angel Volunteers, please call (303)774-4440.

longmontcolorado.gov
Search “drug addiction”